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Committee: Provider and Community Education Subcommittee

Title: Strategy for the transition of EMS providers into a more formalized educational and credentialing process.

Description: There exists a need for a national strategy to transition the process of training for certification as an emergency medical services (EMS) provider to a more formalized educational process for professional credentialing of paramedic providers, including guidelines for academic institutions to grant experiential learning credits for EMS providers who graduated from educational institutions accredited by the Committee on Accreditation of Educational Programs for the Emergency Medical Services Profession (CoAEMSP).

Issue Synopsis:

Problem Statement and Background

Problem Statement: Because EMS providers are educated and certified outside of the formal education industry, they are often not perceived as health care providers, have limited ability to influence the overall health care system, and are reimbursed at a lower rate.

Background: The discipline of EMS established its foundation as a network of public service providers since its modern-day inception in the 1960s and its formal placement under the umbrella of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) in 1970 (NHTSA, 2016). The recognized roles of EMS evolved through standardized training using nationally recognized standards from the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) and recognition of competency through registration or certification from state agencies (DOT, 2016). These standards have included a method for maintaining continuous competency via continuing education. To establish parity with
other allied health professions, a national strategy is necessary to transition the process of training for certification to a more formalized educational method for professional credentialing. This process should include a method of retroactively awarding experiential credit for initial certification, as well as recognizing the requirements to maintain competency in paramedical practice. This essential evolution is particularly true for advanced life support providers (paramedics) who are increasingly becoming active participants in the overall healthcare team and performing in parallel with other allied health professions. To gain professional recognition, equitable compensation, comparable knowledge levels, and meaningful contribution toward the formulation of national healthcare policies similar to that of other allied health professionals, paramedicine must establish a more formalized credential of education.

Evidence shows that individuals with earned college degrees have a greater earning potential than those without (Psacharopoulos and Patrinos, 2004) and are likely to even improve labor market outcomes for workers without college degrees through a spillover effect (Winters, 2013). Higher education has also shown to provide many incidental benefits, such as an improved overall quality of life and enhanced business outcomes (Winter, 2013; Doms et al., 2010).

Investigation into the differences of earning potential, performance, and career success between bachelor degree paramedics and non-degree paramedics has been exceptionally limited in the professional literature. This paucity of information may be due to the infancy of the profession of emergency medical services as well as the limited number of bachelor degree-awarding programs in EMS in the United States (CAPEMS, 2015). Most commentaries in trade journals offer a brief discussion on the merits of earning a bachelor degree with little empirical data to support such claims (Polk and Langford, 1993). In order to gain insight into the benefits of a more formalized credentialing process for paramedics in the future and the benefits of a higher education, a survey of the literature on this topic for nursing was conducted as a surrogate, parallel profession.

As early as 1975, it was becoming more evident that students participating in nursing education would benefit from a baccalaureate degree in measures of attitude,
personality, leadership, performance, and self-confidence (Stone and Green, 1975). “Both the National Advisory Council on Nurse Education and Practice and the American Organization of Nurse Executives encouraged baccalaureate education [for nurses] and suggested that nursing should strive for a workforce comprised of two-thirds baccalaureate prepared nurses by 2010.” (Altmann, 2011). A meta-analysis of studies investigating nurses seeking bachelor degrees revealed that the public expected nurses to have attained more education and that patient outcomes with bachelor-prepared nurses were improved (Altmann, 2011). As the EMS profession seeks increasing parity with the nursing profession, this parallel of expectation and performance becomes even more evident.

The transition from training for certification to formal education for credentialing in EMS will likely be progressive and incremental across the nation. A likely model would be articulation agreements between community colleges and four-year colleges and universities that would enable a bachelor degree in EMS-related curricula. In recent years, a similar approach was initiated to facilitate nursing programs to engender enhanced articulation for nurses earning an associate’s degree to progress toward a baccalaureate degree in New Mexico with notable results (Giddens et al., 2015).

As the profession of paramedicine continues to grow and evolve into areas such as critical care transport provider, community paramedicine, and mobile integrated healthcare delivery, there must be a more formalized transition from technician to health professional. For many, the distinction between a practicing professional and an industry technician is not the scope of practice insomuch as it is the depth and breadth of knowledge. Building an educational foundation with which the EMS profession can grow from will help to establish legitimacy as well as parity with other allied health professions.

Conclusion Statement

EMS providers are capable learners, capable test-takers, and capable educators. The role that EMS providers play in the overall healthcare of the citizenry is becoming increasingly realized and relevant. To achieve parity with other healthcare professions,
EMS providers will benefit from a formalized association with the post-secondary institutions as envisioned in the EMS Agenda for the Future and the U.S. Fire Administration. It is time to make that transition and allow EMS providers to enjoy the benefit of a full voice at the health care table.
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Analysis
The national guidelines and policies that direct EMS goals and vision have long promoted a culture of growth and development. Central to attainment of those
promotional objectives is a firm educational foundation. Whereas most allied health professions render credentials for practice following formalized education through institutions of higher education, EMS has traditionally recognized providers of the discipline through structured, discrete training. The training, while germane to the practice of prehospital care, rarely includes general education or foundational content of higher education. This deficit in education creates a notable differential between paramedicine and other allied health professions.

Committee conclusions
The Provider and Community Education Subcommittee of the National EMS Advisory Council recognizes the need to formalize paramedical education nationwide and to affirm this profession’s role within the overall healthcare arena. While we in the industry recognize EMS as a practice of medicine, that is not a universal perception among all other allied health professions, largely due to the lack of a strong post-secondary educational requisite. This integration and recognition can best be accomplished with a more formalized process of education for credentialing, rather than training for certification of competency.

This recommendation for a strategic plan to formalize the educational process does not preclude the importance or opportunity for basic life support providers of EMS (e.g., emergency medical technicians (EMTs) and emergency medical responders (EMRs)) to achieve that level of certification through independent courses. This element of support for society should continue without impedence, but should also facilitate the opportunity for the academic progression into a more formalized degree of paramedicine. This initiative is consistent with contemporary interpretations of professional growth and development of the paramedic professions of the future.

Recommended Actions/Strategies:
Recommendation #1:
The U.S. Department of Transportation and the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration should consider the development of a strategic plan for the
progressive evolution of paramedic education to yield a formal degree at the baccalaureate level within a reasonable time frame consistent with the model proposed by the U.S. Fire Administration. The time frame should be such that educational institutions will have the time and resources necessary to develop the requisite curricula and to allow feedback and guidance from the communities of interest.

Recommendation #2:
The U.S. Department of Transportation and the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration should convene a multidisciplinary task force comprised of EMS educators, practitioners, stakeholders, special interest groups, subject matter experts, and allied healthcare profession representatives to craft the essentials of the core curriculum for the supplemental content in the formal paramedicine degree. Educational content in the paramedicine degree should enable parity with similar allied health professions.